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Puerto Rico
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ABSTRACT
Political ecologists have developed scathing analyses of capitalism’s tendency
for enclosure and dispossession of the commons. In this context commons
are analyzed as a force to resist neo-liberalism, a main site of conflict over
dispossession, and a source of alternatives to capitalism. In this paper we
elaborate a view of the commons as the material and symbolic terrain where
performative re-articulation of common(s) senses can potentially enact
counter-hegemonic socio-ecological configurations. Expressly drawing on the
concepts of hegemon, “common-senses” (inspired by Antonio Gramsci) and
“performativity” (developed by Judith Butler), we argue that counter-
hegemony is performed through everyday practices that rearticulate existing
common senses about commons. Commoning is a set of processes/relations
enacted to challenge capitalist hegemony and build more just/sustainable
societies insofar as it transforms and rearranges common senses in/through
praxis. The paper draws on the experience of an anti-mining movement of
Casa Pueblo in Puerto Rico, which for the last 35+ years has been developing
a project self-described as autogestion. The discussion pays special attention
to Casa Pueblo’s praxis and discourses to investigate how they rearticulate
common senses with regard to nature, community and democracy, as well as
their implications for counter-hegemonic politics.
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KEYWORDS Commons; commoning; political ecology; counter-hegemony; common senses;
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Introduction

Political ecology scholars have increasingly focused on the concept of the
commons to understand anti-capitalist struggles. Most of this work centers
around “enclosure” of common resources for capitalist accumulation as a
recurrent process (De Angelis 2001) or “accumulation by dispossession”
(Harvey 2003). Political ecologists have noted the interrelation between
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enclosures/dispossessions constitutive of capitalist hegemony (e.g. Brand and
Görg 2013; De Angelis 2001; Goldman 1993; Heynen and Robbins 2005;
Johnston 2003; Karriem 2013), and struggles that emerge to defend and repro-
duce commons (Caggiano and De Rosa 2015; Compost and Navarro 2014;
D’Alisa, Forno, and Maurano 2015; De Angelis 2012; Turner and Brownhill
2004, 2010; Varvarousis and Kallis 2017). These struggles can produce an
“uncivil” society that challenges hegemonic ideas, and experiment with new
ones (Armiero and D’Alisa 2012).

Political ecologists are increasingly looking at commons as a keyword associ-
ated with these movements and their collective practices: communal manage-
ment of forests and fisheries, occupied social centers and housing cooperatives
(see, e.g. Bollier and Helfrich 2015). Commons are proposed as the “seeds” of
an “alternative form of production in the make” (Caffentzis and Federici
2014, i95). McCarthy (2005, 16) proposed that “defenses of ‘commons’ or
calls for new ones are… truly counterhegemonic projects, reminders that…
alternative social relations are entirely thinkable.” To further elaborate this
thesis we intersect concepts developed by Antonio Gramsci and Judith Butler
to draw two insights: first, the key role of “common senses” as a constitutive
dimension of hegemonic conditions; and second, their performativity – how
these common senses are continually reproduced and/or rearticulated as well
as challenged through everyday practices and discourses. Because hegemony is
performative (constituted through daily repetitive practices and discourses),
we argue that commoning – as a habitual performance in the everyday – can
be a key to counter-hegemony, generating new common senses which are mate-
rially and symbolically articulated around commons, that is, what we mean by
common(s) senses. To build this argument we analyze the case of Casa Pueblo
in Puerto Rico which began more than 30 years ago as an anti-mining struggle
evolving into a commoning experiment. Wemaintain this case demonstrates the
potentiality of commoning as performance to challenge hegemonic common
senses about democracy, community and forests.

Commoning as Performing (Counter) Hegemony

Social transformation occurs not merely by rallying mass numbers in favor of a
cause, but precisely through the ways in which daily social relations are rearti-
culated.

– Judith Butler (2000, 14)
… to create one’s personality means to acquire consciousness of [social
relations] and to modify one’s own personality means to modify the ensemble
of these relations.

– Antonio Gramsci (1971, 352)

Hegemony has been proposed as an indispensable concept for understanding
and building anti-capitalist struggles today (Karriem 2013). Political
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ecologists have paid increasing attention to this and other Gramscian con-
cepts (e.g. Ekers et al. 2013). This section explores the resonances between
Gramsci and Butler in order to propose new theoretical directions for the
analysis of commoning as a performativity of counter-hegemonic common(s)
senses.1

Hegemony – rule by consent rather than force – is intrinsically dependent
on the formation, sedimentation and re-articulation of common senses
(D’Alisa and Kallis 2016), defined as “uncritical and largely unconscious
way(s) of perceiving and understanding the world that has become
‘common’ in any given epoch” (Gramsci 1971, 322). Common senses
emerge through existing practices and relations between people and with
their environment (Gramsci in Karriem 2013). “New” common senses
emerge not as rejection of existing ones but by “renovating and making ‘criti-
cal’ an already existing activity” (Gramsci 1971, 331).

As Karriem (2013, 144) notes, since “hegemony is produced through
spatial practices that normalize ruling ideas [i.e. common senses] in everyday
life,” so too building counter-hegemony requires organized practices that re-
politicize (make collective) dominant ideas. Transforming common senses
requires performing new socio-ecological (power) relations in the everyday
life of routinized sociality. This performative approach to hegemony sees
ideology not as false consciousness but as enactment of concepts, languages
and imaginaries (Ekers 2013). The different commons senses that inhabit
us are very often in contradiction with one another. An effective hegemony
makes sense of incongruities among various discourses, prioritizing some
sensi comuni (Italian for “plural”) to the detriment of others. The continuous
emergence of capitalist contradictions implies hegemony is constantly rearti-
culating the order of common senses, a process that is never complete: there is
always an “in-betweenness,” an openness to different possibilities that can
serve as a new beginning (De Angelis 2007). The challenge for Gramsci is
that “alternative or dormant common senses can… be combined to build a
counter-hegemonic narrative” (D’Alisa and Kallis 2016, 213).

Butler (2000, 14) has stressed the “continuing political promise of the
Gramscian notion of hegemony” for the project of radical democracy. For
her, hegemony implies a rethinking of capitalist structures to consider “the
ways in which power operates to form our everyday understanding of
social relations and to orchestrate the ways in which we consent to (and repro-
duce) those tacit and covert relations” (Butler 1997). Power is remade in
everyday life through “performativity”: “repetition, convergence and rearticu-
lation… not immediately coopted by social formations” (Butler 1997, 2000).

1Some could consider a dialogue between Gramsci and Butler untenable, yet we avow the search in the
blurred space of these approaches. There is an increasing number of works comparing Gramsci and Fou-
cault (a main inspiration for Butler) which are relevant for this proposal (see, e.g. Kreps 2015; Sevilla-Bui-
trago 2017).
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Habituated, normalized acts are also (re)producing identitarian subjects; yet
the performative character of power also puts it at risk because of “anomalous
and subversive practices” that deviate from the norm, that is, that may be
done differently (Butler 2000, 14; Butler 1997). Thus, Butler (2000, 14) con-
cludes that “performativity is not far from the theory of hegemony… both
emphasize the way… new social possibilities emerge” through social actions.

Since what we (humans) are is “always a doing” (Butler 1999, 33), the task
for a counter-hegemonic politics “is not whether to repeat, but how” to do so
in a way that questions, disturbs and displaces “the very norms that enable
repetition itself” and opens them to resignification (Butler 1999, 148). Per-
forming differently means “taking charge of one’s own becoming as a political
subject… a difficult process of reimagining and a performed transformation
in the everyday sites of power relations” (Velicu and Kaika forthcoming, 9).
Butler (2015) has recently argued that dispossession is a major driving
force of performative reenactments of radical solidarity, especially through
the bodily politics of occupation and assembly.

However, there is still little work addressing struggles for commoning
through the lens of performativity as a key to counter-hegemony. Some indi-
cations may be offered in the “commoning” scholarship, which sees commons
as dialectical webs of everyday practices through which people care for and
(re)produce their ecological and social sustenance (Bollier and Helfrich
2015; Bresnihan 2016; D’Alisa 2013; Federici 2012; Linebaugh 2008). In this
view commoning processes are “the production of ourselves as a common
subject” (Federici 2012, 145). As De Angelis (2007, 239) puts it, “capital gen-
erates itself through enclosures, while subjects in struggle generate themselves
through commons. Hence, ‘revolution’ is not struggling for commons, but
through commons… .” Ecofeminist scholarship also provides important
insights on the gendered and racialized commons’ enclosures, showing that
ecological issues are social reproductive issues, and challenging the dualism
of nature (white/male) culture-reason (Di Chiro 2008; Federici 2012; Tola
2015). Movements often struggle against extractive projects and in defense
of their “collective and life-centered project of subsistence commoning”
(Turner and Brownhill 2004). Gibson-Graham (2006), Mackenzie (2010) ,
Nightingale (2013) and Singh (2013), partly drawing on Butler, have also
suggested how collective subjectivities and “new senses of self” disrupting
the “capitalocentric imaginary” emerge in commoning processes. This reflects
“a practice of life that takes care of interests in common” while disrupting the
hegemonic consensus that invisibilizes and wages war on other worlds (De la
Cadena 2015).

Commons projects are not inherently counter-hegemonic. They have also
been deployed as part of the neoliberal project in ways that do not question
hegemonic ecological politics, leaving aside power, injustice and the structural
conditions of capitalism and liberal democracy (De Angelis 2013; Caffentzis
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and Federici 2014). Thus, there is a need to analyze specific commoning pro-
cesses (Chatterton, Featherstone, and Routledge 2013) – their particularities,
contradictions, limitations – and how they perform new common(s) sense.
With this in mind, in the following section we discuss the case of Casa
Pueblo. We first establish the context of Puerto Rico’s environmental coloni-
alism and then analyze how Casa Pueblo has carried out a performative rear-
ticulation of common senses. We draw on material gathered from published
research and reflections from their leaders (mainly from founders Alexis
Massol-González and Tinti Deyá and their son, Arturo Massol-Deyá (see
Massol-González et al. 2006, 2008), other published and unpublished research
(e.g. Martínez-Reyes 2009), published press reports, documentaries,2 and this
article’s leading author’s personal observations based on over a decade of
interaction with Casa Pueblo members in different roles (as student, pro-
fessor, activist, government representative) and various settings (visits, pro-
tests, meetings, collaborations in the organization’s projects and personal
conversations).

Puerto Rico’s Environmental Colonialism and Casa Pueblo’s
Emerging Commoning as a Counter-Hegemonic Movement

Puerto Rico is the oldest remaining colony of in the world,3 a clear example
of the dispossessions associated with capitalism’s “environmental colonial-
ism” (Concepción 1995). Spain’s implementation of a plantation economy
on the island led to 90 percent of it being deforested by the end of the
19th century (Massol-González et al. 2006). The U.S. occupation force
coupled the sugar empire developed by the Spanish with military bases
across the island. Forest areas were used for high-value timber species and
implementation of the U.S.’ “fortress conservation” model of protected
areas. At the end of the 1940s (and until the 1970s) the U.S. began promot-
ing a large-scale industrialization as Operation Bootstrap. The need for raw
materials to feed the American post-war economic “boom” led to a prolifer-
ation of mineral exploration permits by U.S. companies in Puerto Rico. A pit
mine for copper and gold was proposed on 14,000 hectares of the island’s
Cordillera Central (Colón-Rivera, Córdova-Iturregui, and Córdova-Iturre-
gui 2014). The Cordillera Central is the central mountainous region of
Puerto Rico with a high proportion of forest and agriculture lands. It is
the birth point of some of the country’s most important rivers and strong
cultural and material attachment to the territory. It was also the stronghold
of the two attempted independence revolutions in the country’s history (in
1868 and 1950).

2See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGy15DoEHFQ.
3Puerto Rico was a colony of Spain for 400 years and a US colony since 1898.
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In this context a strong movement against the mining project quickly
emerged in the 1960s, led by leftist nationalists. Initially it partly reproduced
the developmentalist common sense of the time. With the slogan “Puerto
Rican mines or no mines,” the leading groups opposed mining conditionally,
since they saw these resources as national patrimony to be used by the future
republic (Concepción 1995). However, under the influence of ecological
scientists and radical environmentalists, the movement slowly began incor-
porating concerns about the project’s environmental impacts, associated
with a strong cultural-ecological attachment to the landscape (Colón-
Rivera, Córdova-Iturregui, and Córdova-Iturregui 2014; Concepción 1995).
The Socialist League was the only organization that rejected mining entirely
even in a future independent republic, claiming the ecological impacts
would “exterminate” the country (Anazagasty-Rodríguez 2015).

Amidst the growing chorus of voices against mining the governor decided
to veto it in 1968. The project was proposed again by the next two governors
and again defeated by opposition movements. It reappeared once more in
1980, for an even-larger area of 36,000 hectares covering six municipalities
– as Plan 2020 – of industrialization, infrastructure and military bases
designed by the U.S. (Cela 2014). That year the entity Taller de Arte y
Cultura (Workshop of Art and Culture) – later renamed Casa Pueblo – was
established by local residents in the mountain town of Adjuntas to renew
the anti-mining struggle. The founders were disciples of J. A. Corretjer, the
leader of the Socialist League.

Casa Pueblo’s Performative Counter-Hegemony: Rearticulating
Common(s) Senses on Democracy, Community and Nature

Casa Pueblo leaders always begin their story reminiscing how only one person
came to the first action they organized in Adjuntas’ plaza to protest the
mining project. This led them to rethink their strategy. At the Patria
Adentro (“Homeland Inside”) festival and other similar events they mobilized
cultural ties to the territory through traditional music, dance, food, kite flying,
reforestation activities and display of large banners showing the damage
mining would cause to the landscape (Deyá in Hopgood-Dávila 2015).
They urged attendees to imagine where poets and troubadours could get
their inspiration from if the mountains disappeared (Martínez-Reyes 2009).

Later, in 1992, when a new government revived the mining proposal, Casa
Pueblo was able to mobilize thousands of people against it. In 1995 it suc-
ceeded in stopping the project with the signing of a reformed mining law
which prohibited open pit mining. However, aware of the dormant danger
of enclosure, they proposed to move beyond conventional struggles against
mining to the construction of practical alternatives (Massol-González in
Hopgood-Dávila 2015): from building “dikes against neoliberal enclosures”
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(cf. Caffentzis and Federici 2014) to enacting different socio-ecological
relations of power (Velicu and Kaika 2015).

This new politics was built on the principle of autogestión to break “the
bonds of dependency and political manipulation” and develop independent
voice and initiatives (Massol-González et al. 2006, 7).4 Based on this emerging
“common(s) sense,” Casa Pueblo proposed that the government designate the
area as a protected forest, and that it participate alongside the government as
equals in making decisions about the forest’s conservation and management.
In 1996 their proposed forest, Bosque del Pueblo (People’s Forest), became
Puerto Rico’s first forest designated for legal protection with the first ever
co-management agreement for a protected area. In other words, protecting
the commons as counter-hegemonic – collective, political, open to ongoing
communal re-negotiation rather than merely economic/private ownership –
has been done by performing a re-articulation of a common sense of democ-
racy beyond representation and through direct participation.

This territorial occupation provided the material basis for the commoning
initiative that has been sustained and evolved over the last 30+ years. From
forest co-management Casa Pueblo has expanded its counter-hegemonic per-
formative activities into many different fields that have challenged capitalist
forms of monetary and private economic operation: an educational project
including a music school and an open-air “forest-school” biodiversity research
and training center, a small butterfly sanctuary, locally made coffee, a commu-
nity store, a community radio station (the first in the country), and a light-
emitting diode (LED) public lighting system replacing the obsolete/expensive
public system. In practicing these projects of autogestion, the organization’s
goal has been to challenge colonialist-developmentalist hegemony and exper-
iment with re-articulation of common senses in multiple dimensions of every-
day life: from the mines to the forest; from the forest to the house; from the
house to the school; from the school to the economy; from the economy to the
[forest] reserve (Massol-González, Johnnidis, and Massol-Deyá 2008, 14). In
what follows, we elaborate on how Casa Pueblo performs commoning as sus-
tained by the materiality of communal territory and reframed with common
senses in three domains: (1) democracy, (2) nation/community and (3)
nature/forest.

Re-Commoning Democracy: Performing a Common(s) Life

The common sense about democracy is one of a liberal-representative system
where elections and state-guaranteed equal rights of citizens under rule of law
are the most important aspects. Casa Pueblo has been driven by the desire to
perform democracy differently as “the need for establishing in the conscience

4Non-English sources translated by the authors unless otherwise stated.
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not only the notion of claiming rights, but also of putting into practice the
knowledge of rights and recognition of responsibilities” (Massol-González,
Johnnidis, and Massol-Deyá 2008, 8). This was evident during the 1993
“People’s Forum” where Casa Pueblo, aiming to invert top-down partici-
pation, experimented with a form of democracy based on citizen-led dialogue
and gave the government the opportunity to present their mining proposal
and be questioned by the region’s citizens, including children (Massol-Gon-
zález, Johnnidis, and Massol-Deyá 2008). One relevant result was to convince
Adjuntas’ mayor and municipal legislature to oppose the mining project.

Similarly, in 1995 Casa Pueblo organized a town mobilization where hun-
dreds of people marched to the main mineral reservoir and planted trees
under the slogan “We have already decided: No to the mines.” It was a per-
formance of democratic rights and the concept of a government for and by
the people, reminiscent of the Zapatista slogan “Out with the bad government,
here the people rule.” Days after this mobilization the law banning open pit
mining was approved. Casa Pueblo called this “the law of the people” (ley
del pueblo) (Martínez-Reyes 2009), an illustration of how standard democratic
procedures of public hearings and making laws could be performed and
repeated differently with an awareness of our embeddedness in power
relations and a desire to re-signify such relations. It shifted the focus “from
having power (which automatically makes it the possession of some at the
expense of others) to practicing power (which is a possibility for all)”
(Velicu and Kaika 2015, 9, emphasis in original).

In this process to re-articulate democracy one can notice how a “co-man-
agement” agreement (formal legal name) has de facto become a community-
politically controlled process. A “forest management council,” composed of
Casa Pueblo leaders, local residents, workers, and scientists, makes proposals
about how to manage the forest. In 2016 the organization began organizing an
annual assembly open to anyone who wishes to review and discuss Casa
Pueblo’s ongoing initiatives and contribute to improve and expand them.
The decision-making approach is described by Casa Pueblo as one of hori-
zontalism: “everyone is important, from Ramon the maintenance worker to
outside collaborators” (Massol-González, quoted in Martínez-Reyes 2009).
The day-to-day activities (e.g. maintenance and tours of the facilities and
the forest, roasting coffee), meanwhile, are run by volunteers, mostly from
the local community. The state’s role is reduced to making an annual
payment to the organization as stipulated in their joint agreement and to par-
ticipate in Casa Pueblo’s activities as guests. These practices of community
forest management, coupled with the organization’s economic activities (par-
ticularly its coffee and community store) have been a way to challenge the
colonial dependency common sense and articulate the democratic commons
sense of self-governance and citizen power with responsibility for nurturing
more egalitarian and sustainable socio-ecological relations and territories
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for the common good. Thanks to this “success” Casa Pueblo receives more
than 20,000 visitors annually from schools and universities, social organiz-
ations and families.

Casa Pueblo has also reframed democracy by performing a “right to resist”
(cf. Armiero and D’Alisa 2012), inspiring other struggles against destructive
projects. This is a reminder that, rather than isolated autonomous “enclaves,”
commoning needs to be coupled with broader social movements for demo-
cratic political-economic transformations (cf. Caggiano and De Rosa 2015;
De Angelis 2012). The most recent of these struggles was against a proposed
gas pipeline, labeled by activists as “the pipeline of death,” that would have
passed along the northern coast and cross from north to south through the
Central Cordillera, including People’s Forest. The pipeline was defeated
after several years of opposition, in which Casa Pueblo played a key role,
having organized a mobilization of tens of thousands of people in Adjuntas
on 1 May 2010 (international workers day). On this occasion Casa Pueblo
once more emphasized the sovereignty of the people:

If [then-governor] Fortuño, his government or whoever decides to impose the
construction of this nefarious project, leaving no alternative to choose between
death or life, I will choose life… in my sovereign right to self-defense of the
waters, the forests, the karst and the security of our people… (in Delgado-
Esquilín 2011)

In this way these performances are ultimately about a right to live – that is, to
allow freer social reproduction, to sustain life on and of the earth (cf. De la
Cadena 2015; Di Chiro 2008; Reid and Taylor 2010; Turner and Brownhill
2004). Following Butler (2015, 11), this politics embodies “a plural and perfor-
mative right to appear” that “delivers a bodily demand for a more livable set of
economic, social, and political conditions no longer afflicted by induced forms
of precarity… put livable life at the forefront of politics” in a context in which
some human and other populations are considered dispensable. Casa Pueblo
has consistently sought to prevent the inhabitability that mining or other
destructive projects would create (Massol-González in Cela 2014). The
counter-hegemonic potential of these performances lies also in their being
“projects of life,” that is, livable, democratic, ecological alternatives for all
people and lives (rather than of simply conservationist or distributive charac-
ter): forestation, low-scale and ecological agriculture, cultural and ecological
education activities, renewable energy, small-scale and ecological tourism,
etc. It is about living/performing a form of life that is not at the expense
but rather in support of other (human and non-human) lives, a common(s)
sense of life. Surely this is not a politics exempt of contradictions and ambi-
guities. What counts as life and who speaks for it can be interpreted differently
and can tend towards an anthropocentrism where only (certain) human lives
matter (cf. Butler 2004). Aware of these, Casa Pueblo seeks to keep open the
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horizon of who and what (human and non-humans) can be included in such
politics, as we discuss in the next two subsections.

From the Local Community to the Geographic Homeland

The common sense of community associated with the neoliberal vision of
commons is of a geographically conscript, small-scale, homogeneous entity
with an essentialist/dualist idea of group/identity which also serves to pin
down people/beings to certain roles (Velicu and Kaika 2015). In their enact-
ment of commoning, Casa Pueblo has rearticulated this common sense
through different performative practices, reworking the concrete meaning
of the community at different levels (the national community, the local com-
munity, the environmentalist community).

For instance, the concept of patria, or homeland, has been at the core of
Casa Pueblo’s performance since the beginning. Yet their use of the term
was different from that of traditional nationalists. While denouncing the colo-
nial mine, it also challenged the sectors of the left which at the time supported
mining for national benefit. Casa Pueblo’s slogans “Yes to Life, No to the
Mines” opened the door to a different common sense of nation which was
not just about legal independence from the U.S. at any cost, nor on an abstrac-
tion of patriotic commitment of citizens acting for the benefit of the nation
(liberal) state. Casa Pueblo proposed that national(ist) feelings of geographical
rootedness, rather than leading to a closed ideological engagement, could
serve to mobilize attachment to proliferate the continuously open and expan-
sive community of commoning. The “nation” was a collective of peoples
united by their oppressions and struggling for communal self-governance
of their territories in order to have a country that is alive (Massol-Deyá
2015) – ecologically and socially. The people grounded in each territory
have to do their part to defend and sustain the commons, built on people’s
relations with (home)land in its socio-ecological diversity, a collective
defense of the Earth more broadly and deeply perceived. This is similar to
the Zapatistas’ idea of homeland, defined as love for “a world within many
worlds” (cf. García López 2015).

This redefined “nation” was paralleled by a rearticulated “community”:
from “the immediacy of our local native town” into a community defined
by their shared “[geographic] homeland,” sharing both rights and responsibil-
ities “in the search for a more just, harmonic and universal society”5 (see
Massol-González et al. 2006, 25–26). In other words, Casa Pueblo’s commu-
nity was redefined as one of praxis, “undoing” justice by re-imagining equality
(Velicu and Kaika 2015). Thus, the task for Casa Pueblo is not only to create
and sustain their (local) community but to unite the many struggles of

5http://casapueblo.org/index.php/proyectos/escuela-de-musica-icbc/.
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autogestión “as brothers/sisters [hermanados] in a process aimed at transcen-
dent action to rescue our own destiny” (Massol-González quoted in Delgado-
Esquilín 2011). Casa Pueblo has practiced this common(s) sense by constantly
participating in many other struggles around the country and abroad, such as
the fight against the U.S. military in the Puerto Rican island of Vieques, the
movement against the Keystone XL pipeline in the U.S., and most recently
against the dumping of toxic ashes from a coal power plant in southern
Puerto Rico. Practicing this has meant welcoming people with different ideol-
ogies, identities and ecologies. Indeed, the decision to organize the march
against the pipeline in 2010 on May Day alongside labor unions powerfully
reworked the common sense of the pipeline as an exclusively environmental
issue, making it also about the perversity of capital accumulation strategies
hidden as false solutions to the country’s energy problems, and the impli-
cations for working class families. These connections are crucial to challenge
the mainstream discourse that portrays the working class and environmental-
ists as clashing forces (cf. Barca 2014).

Casa Pueblo’s re-signification of community is also evident in their propo-
sals for the progressive expansion of the People’s Forest and their assembly
into a network of allies in Latin America. One concrete practice that exempli-
fies this is the annual “reception” that they organize for the “Julián Chiví”
birds on their annual migration from the Amazon to Adjuntas. Another
example is Casa Pueblo’s integration into the Iberoamerican Network of
Model Forests6 since 2009, which promotes more democratic and sustainable
territories through multi-stakeholder civil society boards. At the beginning of
2016 Casa Pueblo hosted the Network’s annual meeting and made agreements
with an Ecuadorian community to develop cooperative exchange visits and
with Dominican Republic and Cuba to create a “Caribbean-wide forest.”
With this event they sought to make visible and enact their alternative
common sense that “Puerto Rico is also Latin America” (Massol-González
in PRTQ 2016), a simple but radical re-articulation in Puerto Rico’s colonial
context which invisibilizes the country from the world. Later the same year
Casa Pueblo furthered this idea with the organization of an “Encounter of
Latin American women struggling in defense of the environment,” with the
participation of local environmental leaders from Honduras, Guatemala,
Peru and Ecuador who shared their experiences of dispossessions and com-
moning struggles.

Finally, Casa Pueblo’s “open community” bound by solidarity and an eco-
logical conscience is manifested daily in the practices of the organization’s
“house” and cultural-environmental center. The name itself holds associations
with the commons: a house that is the people, and of/for the people. The
center opens seven days a week and receives hundreds of visitors daily.

6See http://www.bosquesmodelo.net.
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With doors literally wide open and a living room, founders talk with visitors
and it feels like going to the home of family or close friends enjoying a cup of
the organization’s Madre Isla (“Mother Island”) coffee – roasted and brewed
by Casa Pueblo’s members. This is a central part of performing a symbolic
ritual to slow down, enjoy a conversation and “taste” the solidarity (as
members like to say), also suggestive of their attention to “the sensible” in
commoning, a crucial but often marginalized dimension of movements’ per-
formativity (cf. Velicu 2015).

In sum, while drawing on nationalist symbols/identities and territorial
attachments, Casa Pueblo has sought to be an open and pluralist project,
focused not on identitarian-ideological sameness but more broadly on
“vibrant matter” (Bennett 2009) defending and nurturing the relational
civic-ecological commons (cf. De la Cadena 2015; Reid and Taylor 2010).
This “opening up” of community is arguably necessary for developing a
non-violent ethics of commoning “without obedience to a normative ‘telos’
of definitional closure” (Butler 1999, 22; see also Butler 2004).

A Forest with/for People

Counter-hegemonic commons have been theorized as recentering the politi-
cal around the co-constitutive relations among humans and non-human enti-
ties, challenging the false separation of nature and society at the heart of the
capitalist project (Bresnihan 2016; De la Cadena 2015; Gibson-Graham and
Miller 2015; Reid and Taylor 2010). Since its initial struggle against the
mines Casa Pueblo has challenged the hegemonic common sense that the
forests are either for conservation or for exploitation. Instead, the organiz-
ation proposes to see the multiplicity of the forest’s vitalities, both material
– for example, livelihood and human survival – and non-material – such as
emancipatory education, poetic/musical inspiration and spirituality. The
forest becomes the territorial grounding for performing the common(s)
sense that freedom and well-being cannot come without a political project
that is explicitly ecological, collective and commons-based.

The naming of the People’s Forest is not coincidental: Casa Pueblo per-
forms “a forest with people,” an interconnected civic and ecological common-
ing and re-commoning of relations for the common good of earthly beings
and “matter” (water, food, land, spirituality and place-based learning),
rather than for (exchange-surplus) private profit. Tree-planting activities
organized during and after the anti-mining struggle have not only been a
way to enact the people’s sovereign rights over the territory but also to
make visible the interconnectedness of ecology, society and economy. One
such activity was Sembrando Esperanza (Planting/Sowing Hope) where
trees were planted to emphasize their relevance for a “livable life” of
freedom: ecological concerns as well as livelihoods producing wood and
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fruit that could generate sustainable, non-destructive community economies
(Martínez-Reyes 2009).

In 1989 Casa Pueblo began the production and marketing of coffee from
the region under the Madre Isla name. This coffee continues to provide an
important source of income for the organization today. Madre Isla is partly
produced in the People’s Forest and partly bought from other local producers
at fair prices, and is roasted and packed entirely by the organization’s volun-
teers. Casa Pueblo also works with the farmers to help them implement bio-
logical pest controls and to shift to shade-grown coffee. This everyday
performance redefines the economy as “ecological livelihood” based on
working, caring for and reproducing the land for the common good and
doing so in/through commons (cf. Gibson-Graham and Miller 2015; Macken-
zie 2010). The advancement of an ecological and cooperative economy is also
seen in Casa Pueblo’s alliance with the “Model Forests” initiative through
which they have promoted the integration of agriculture, tourism, forest con-
servation and other activities into “working landscapes.” These are led by a
permanent dialogue between the region’s inhabitants to stimulate a “collective
consciousness” towards a truly sustainable and solidary development of the
territory. Their experience reminds us that alternative economies are also
commoning projects (cf. Caggiano and De Rosa 2015; D’Alisa, Forno, and
Maurano 2015; De Angelis 2012; Varvarousis and Kallis 2017).

A recent reforestation activity further exemplifies this performativity.
When a large and intentionally set forest fire destroyed hundreds of hectares
of the People’s Forest, Casa Pueblo mobilized hundreds of volunteers from all
over the country on short notice to plant a 1000 trees in the affected area, and
took the opportunity to transform the forest to include fruit trees and bamboo
wood that could be used for food, housing and economic projects. Apart from
the objective of ecological restoration, the activity served to demonstrate a col-
lective self-organized commitment to the forest and the country and to further
the connection between people and ecology, engaging people directly in the
management of the land (Massol-González in Irizarry Álvarez 2014). The rec-
ognition of the bodily and emotional interdependence with the forest was
visible in one of the participants’ explanation that he was there “to devolve
to the land a little of the love that it gives us” (Massol-González in Torres
and Alfonso 2014). Furthermore, Casa Pueblo took the opportunity to
connect the struggle for the “rebirth” of the forest and the anti/decolonial
struggle, opening the event with the musical version of a poem by Corretjer
– their mentor and an icon of the socialist and pro-independence movement
– and having the daughter of political prisoner Oscar Lopez Rivera (who has
been in U.S. jails for more than 35 years for his independence activism) plant a
tree in his honor. Thus, collective solidarity-based practices of reforesting and
caring for forestlands were a means to transform subjectivities towards per-
forming commoning selves (cf. Singh 2013).
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Performing this new common sense of a “forest with people” is mobilized
in the everyday through Casa Pueblo’s educational arm, the Community Bio-
diversity Institute, founded in 2002. The Institute organizes events of different
duration in and about the forest – from short trips with one-day visitors to
summer courses with university students, and, most recently, semester-long
engagements within the “Forest School” project where local schools and visi-
tors hold classes in classrooms in the forest. In these year-long activities the
participants walk through different parts of the forest to learn, for instance,
how the forest provides water through rivers that flow from the Cordillera
Central to the capital city of San Juan.

Visitors are also offered music and theater events in the forest where, again,
the common sense of popular culture is mobilized and rearticulated for an
altogether different purpose than commercial-consumerist aims. This per-
forms differently the relationships of people to the forest, making visible
the invisible forest materialities and interconnections that sustain life
(water, culture). Through the guided tours, camping, courses and other activi-
ties the forest becomes a live laboratory in which to directly experience such
interconnections: the forest as provider of livelihoods, knowledge, tranquility,
music, etc., and people as part of the ecosystem, their lives, identities, politics
and economies bound up in it.

Casa Pueblo’s performance turns the forest into an Agora, a forum for
“relearning and discussion of the elements of nature and of life itself to be
able to process the reality in a more eclectic, integrated and universal
manner.”7 This “relearning” (or performing) is upheld as essential to the
practice of democratic rights and responsibilities to nurture the geo-
graphic/ecological homeland. As stated at the Casa Pueblo’s website, “It is
precisely the expansion of this collective consciousness that will allow civil
society to make one of its priorities the conservation of our homeland
[suelo patrio] around the integrity of our environment, culture and struggles
as a nation.” Ecology becomes the center of a process in which “the commu-
nity becomes a part of the forest” (Massol-González, Johnnidis, and Massol-
Deyá 2008).

In sum, these everyday practices of visiting, caring for and learning in the
forest are much more than the typical conservationist dreams of “passively
consuming” nature for spiritual redemption, or the technocratic model of
scientific “ecological restoration.” They reconfigure the idea of a “pristine”
nature, breaking with its colonial past and showing that it is not separate
from social/cultural processes. As ecofeminists and commoning scholars
would suggest, nature for Casa Pueblo is an integral part of culture/
economy/politics and the process of building a “community subjectivity”

7http://bosqueescuela.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=113&Itemid=292. Emphasis
added.
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(cf. Mackenzie 2010) and a transformative political project (radically demo-
cratic, anti-colonialist, emancipatory).

The Performance of Livable Worlds in Counter-Hegemonic
Commons

Casa Pueblo – a project of autogestion seeking to further individual and col-
lective freedom, justice and ecological sustainability – has provided an entry
point to reflection on a view of (counter-)hegemony based on the concepts
of common senses and performativity. The movement illustrated how existing
common senses regarding democracy, nation/community and forests/nature
can be mobilized and rearticulated through performative commoning
grounded in the material basis of their geographic homeland.

In using Casa Pueblo as illustration we do not mean to make a Manichean
distinction between “good local” commons and “bad capitalist” processes. We
want to stress the ways in which performing commons (i.e. commoning)
creates vitalities for counter-hegemonic re-articulation of common senses
that challenge neoliberal hegemony in particular contexts. What we see as
performance of counter-hegemony (the articulation of new common(s)
senses) is a way to repoliticize the organization of community life, its
economy and ecology. These apparently localized and isolated experiments
may contribute to a broader questioning of capitalism as a system where
decisions are rooted in exchange value, private ownership and self-interest.

We recognize that there is a long road from particular commoning pro-
cesses to a broader radical transformation that could replace capitalism. Per-
formative re-articulations are full of “surprises, disturbances and disruptions”
which challenge us to think differently – beyond foundations – about reality
(Velicu and Kaika 2015, 10). Gramsci was emphatic that the process of build-
ing a counter-hegemony was “long, full of contradictions, advances and
retreats” (Gramsci 1971, 334). All movements and commoning processes
have their contradictions and ambivalences (Chatterton, Featherstone, and
Routledge 2013; De Angelis 2007, 2012; St. Martin 2005), and Casa Pueblo
is not an exception. For instance, despite its appeals to horizontalism and
community, it is also true that the Massol-Deyá family have been prominent
leaders of the movement. Some have also questioned the organization for a
perceived tendency of excessive prominence (protagonismo) in certain
struggles while not strongly supporting others. One may also be wary of
their recent proposal to measure the economic value of the water-provision-
ing services of the forest. Finally, despite Casa Pueblo’s struggles, a neoliberal
colonialist regime continues in full force in Puerto Rico. Facing a $70+ billion
debt, the country is now administered by a U.S. fiscal control board that is
mandating a new wave of drastic austerity measures to pay off bondholders.
Casa Pueblo has vowed to struggle against any threats to public lands (which
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may be sold to pay off debt), yet so far the organization has not been visible in
the emerging anti-austerity movement.

While recognizing limitations and contradictions of commoning one must
keep in mind that the left’s tendency for critique and apparent desire for
“radical perfection” – a dismissal of the transformative potential of alterna-
tives – often ends up being debilitating, even paralyzing, and serves to perpe-
tuate the hegemony of capital and the idea that there are no alternatives
(Gibson-Graham 2006). In their long history Casa Pueblo have remained
committed to an experimental project of demonstrating (performing) alterna-
tive present and future worlds based on the defense and regeneration of livable
(human and non-human) lives. Their project is one of constant “evolution
and re(e)volution,” with dynamism and without “fear afraid to face errors
or contradictions” (Massol-González in Ruiz Marrero 2014) while being
aware that, as their mentor Corretjer once said, life is a “never-ending struggle
for freedom.”

Conclusions

In this paper we have argued that a political ecology of the commons requires
attention to understanding hegemony and its performative (re)articulations of
common(s) senses. We build on a revised definition of hegemony based on
the idea of re-articulation of common senses (D’Alisa and Kallis 2016)
through everyday performances (Velicu and Kaika 2015). Paraphrasing
Butler we can say that performativity is fundamental to recited common
senses in a way that their reordering shifts their meaning and can undo
and debunk actual current hegemony. Bridging Butler and Gramsci, we main-
tain, helps understand counter-hegemony not as a final state but as a constant
process of struggle around a certain articulation of common(s) senses. We
maintain this can be used not only as a theoretical tool but also a methodo-
logical approach to unveil why commoning and its performative re-articula-
tions of common senses has counter-hegemonic potential. From this
perspective counter-hegemonic commons are not found in a pre-defined
ideological program but in performing differently in a constantly evolving
process of openness, experimentation and solidarity (cf. Chatterton, Feather-
stone, and Routledge 2013). These everyday performances are precisely what
prefigures and gives concrete meaning to the alternative commons senses that
counter-hegemony requires.
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